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1. What kind of valves are present in the heart and in the circulatory and lymphatic system? 

How do they work, what are they functions? 

2. Draw an X-Y diagram showing volume changes in the left ventricle during the heart 

cycle. Indicate characteristic points where the curve changes and explain the cause of 

changes. Don't forget amplitude and time scaling! 

3. Draw an X-Y diagram showing changes of pressure in the left ventricle during the heart 

cycle. Indicate characteristic points where the curve changes and explain the cause of 

changes. Don't forget amplitude and time scaling! 

4. Draw an X-Y diagram showing an ECG curve in the Einthoven II. lead. Mark 

characteristic components and periods of the curve. Put appropriate scaling on the axes. 

5. Pumping of blood by the heart is an intermittent process. How is it ensured that blood 

supply of the tissues is continuous? 

6. What does Starling’s law of the heart say? What is the explanation of this law at the 

cellular level? 

7. How can the heart adapt to an increase in the venous return in the heart-lung preparation? 

8. How can the heart adapt to an increase in peripheral resistance in the heart-lung 

preparation? 

9. How does arterial pressure change, when venous return increases? 

10. How does arterial pressure change, when peripheral resistance increases? 

11. Draw a diagram showing changes in the total cross section of the circulatory system and 

in the linear speed of blood flow from the aorta to the vena cava! Give an approximate 

numerical value at the minimum and maximum of the curves! 

12. Draw a diagram showing the average blood pressure in circulatory system from the aorta 

to the vena cava! Indicate the border of the different sections and give an approximate 

value for the pressure at the borders! 

13. Explain why blood pressure does drop at the level of the arterioles! 

14. Describe what factors regulate the production of the interstitial fluid! 

15. A common nuisance during gravidity is development of edema in legs. Explain why does 

it toccur! 

16. How can starving cause edema? 

17. Why does edema in legs and in other parts of the body accompany chronic heart failure? 

18. Which are the most important respiratory muscles? How do they participate in the 

ventilation of the lungs? 

19. Breathing is intermittent. What factors ensure that hemoglobin is saturated continuously in 

the lung? 

20. Draw a hypothetical spirogram and show the different lung volumes. Indicate the 

approximate values in ml. 

21. Compare partial pressure values of O2 and CO2 in the air, in the alveoli, in the venous and 

arterial blood. Explain the changes! 

22. How is O2 and CO2 transported in the blood? 

23. What Hamburger shift means? What is its purpose? 

24. How is breathing regulated? 

25. What factors control ultrafiltration in the glomerulus? 

26. Draw a juxtamedullary nephron! Label the main components! 

27. What does clearance mean? How can it be used to examine kidney functions? 

28. Explain how hyperosmotic urine is produced! 



29. How is production of urine regulated? 

30. How are carbohydrates digested? Which enzymes do participate in the process? 

31. How are carbohydrates digested? Which enzymes do participate in the process? 

32. List the local peptide hormones produced in the alimenatry canal and specify their 

function! 

33. Draw a vilus an dindicate its components! 

34. Describe and characterize stages of human sleep! 

35. What kind of interactions are possible between biological and environmental rhythms in 

living organisms? 

36. What is a circadian rhythm, and how can light intensity influence its period time? 

37. What is the phase-response curve, and what is its importance? 

38. What conclusion can be drawn from the research to find a sleep factor? 

39. What is the active and passive hypothesis of sleep? 

40. List arousing, activating pathways in the brain: origin, transmitter, target 

 

 

41. Give an explanation and scientific argumentation for the following statement: „Gap 

junctions can exert signaling, adhesive as well as channel functions”. How are these 

different functions regulated via the gap junctions? Explain your answer and give at least 

one example for each of the different functions! 

42. Describe the normal structure of gap junctions! How are they built up? Highlight the 

similarities as well as the differences between invertebrate and vertebrate gap junctions! 

43. Describe the turnover of gap junctions within the cells! At which points can the amount of 

surface gap junctions be regulated? 

44. Explain the possibilities through which gap junctional permeability is regulated! 

Whenever it is possible, try to highlight the functional importance of the regulatory 

effects. 

45. Describe events, when hemichannels do play important regulatory role, including normal 

or pathological conditions. 

46. Compare the four main groups of adhesion receptors (cadherins, IgSFs, integrins and 

selectins) regarding their characteristics! Focus on the main similarities and differences 

regarding their structure and regulation. 

47. Describe the structure and main characteristics of integrins! What kind of role do they 

play during hemostasis (blood clotting)? 

48. Describe the main steps during Notch-Delta signalling? What is the overall importance of 

this signalling pathway? 

49. Describe the major steps during leukocyte infiltration! Which adhesion receptors are 

known to play a role during this process? Describe their functional importance! 

50. What kind of molecular reasons can lead to severe epithelium-based skin problems? 

Describe those adhesion receptor types whose mutation or impairment can lead to severe 

pathological conditions. 

 

 

51. How are steroid and peptide hormones released and removed from the blood? 

52. Describe the principle of action of steroid and peptide hormones! 

53. Describe an example of negative and positive feed-back! 

54. How is blood potassium ion level regulated? 

55. Describe how the body copes with cold and warm temperatures! 



56. Describe the thermoregulatory neuronal pathway! 

57. What brain areas are connected to the hypothalamus? 

58. Which cytokines, and how do they affect the HPA axis? 

59. What are the effects of the autonomic nervous system and pain sensory terminals on the 

immune system? 

60. Describe the mechanisms of fever! 

 

 

61. What the homeostasis means, what are the general regulatory processes? 

62. Characterise the main pathways activated during alarm reaction! 

63. Describe the main functions of the adrenal gland. 

64. Characterise the physiological stress-response! 

65. What the general adaptation syndrome (GAS) means, what are the main steps of it? 

66. Why chronic stress develops, what are main symptoms? 

67. Howe the blood glucose- and Ca2+ level is regulated? 

68. Which are the most important brain regions affected during the chronic stress processes? 

69. Show the general structure of vertebrate nervous system! 

70. How the sensory system is generally organised, which are the most important steps in 

sensory processing? 

71. Compare the role and structure of primary sensory and motor cortex. 

72. Characterise the role of pyramidal tract in movement coordination! 

73. Characterise the role of extrapyramidal system in movement coordination! 


